Abstract
Introduction
Among the tools that perform dynamic instrumentation and profiling, some representative ones are PIN [4] and PEBIL [3] . Nevertheless the goal of VMAD goes beyond code analysis, as we aim code instrumentation followed by optimization on the fly. We achieve this by creating multiple versions of code and switching between them at runtime (multi-versioning). This allows enabling/disabling the instrumentation at any time, while PIN and PEBIL are tailored to instrument the code for the whole execution time. PIN and PEBIL provide easy-to-use APIs allowing the programmer to develop new instrumentation tools, with the cost of an increased runtime overhead. VMAD requires a new LLVM pass and to extend the VM, in order to support additional instrumentation types. On the other hand, VMAD is more flexible in handling multiple instrumented or optimized versions simultaneously. Moreover, the target code delegates instrumentation related tasks, such as processing the acquired information, to the virtual machine, which can derive in separating the tasks in different threads.
We have implemented a generic framework to support various instrumentation types, based on the multiversioning mechanism described by Arnold and Ryder [2] , by bordering each code version with a generic callback to the VM. At runtime, the VM patches the callback and thus customizes the code for a specific instrumentation.
Framework Overview
VMAD is built as a set of operations that are common to any profiling strategy, and a suite of decoupled modules which implement the profiling specific methods. The modules are loaded and unloaded dynamically, on demand, and several instances of the same module can be loaded simultaneously for different code regions that are profiled in the same way. In order to minimize the time overhead and to minimally influence the behavior of the original code, VMAD handles instrumentation by sampling and multi-versioning. We have extended the LLVM [1] compiler to implement our framework.
At compile time, the C/C++ source code annotated with a dedicated pragma is translated into the LLVM intermediate representation (IR) with additional specific metadata. An LLVM pass creates copies of the targeted code extracts and inserts instrumentation instructions, only if convenient information can be found in the IR. This is not always possible. For example, tracing memory accesses cannot be achieved at this step, as register allocation is not available in the LLVM IR. Hence for some instrumentation types, instrumenting code is inserted only in the final assembly code during a devoted phase of the compiler backend. Each pair of versions is preceded by a decision block, which invokes the VM to decide upon the version to be executed. Additional callbacks to the VM are performed to transmit the data collected via instrumentation. Callbacks are inserted at compile time in the beginning and end of each version and have a generic form, by calling the module of the VM found at address 0x0. At startup, the VM patches the callback with the correct address of the module required for the specific profiling. Since the code is patched dynamically, our strategy is to inline x86 64 assembly code, which contains new labels and the callbacks to the VM. First, this ensures that the VM can track the position of the callbacks in the binary file by using the labels' addresses. And second, it prevents the modification of the code snippets in the last phases of the code generation, ensuring that the size of the code to be patched remains fixed.
A set of parameters is annexed at compile time to the generated binary code to inform the VM regarding
• the type of instrumentation to be performed, • the structure of the code, • the addresses of the inserted code snippets.
VMAD initially reads the information given in the parameters, loads the required modules and patches the binary file. Next, control is given to the input program, which re-activates VMAD through callbacks, when necessary.
Experiments
We have implemented the strategies described above to perform loop instrumentation, using sampling to reduce the overhead. We collect the memory addresses accessed during samples of the executed iterations and, if possible, we compute the linear functions interpolating their values.
The multi-versioning and the selection mechanism is more complex in the case of nested loops, as depicted in Fig. 1 Our experiments, conducted on the SPEC CPU 2006 and on the Pointer Intensive benchmark suite, with O0 optimization level, reveal almost negligible overhead in most cases, of less than 4%, as shown in Tab. 1. The increased overhead is due to nested loops that execute a low number of iterations, but are enclosed in functions called multiple times, therefore they are almost fully instrumented. The execution platform is a 3.4 Ghz AMD Phenom II X4 965 micro-processor with 4GB of RAM running Linux 2.6.32.
Our future plans include extending the framework to support new types of code instrumentation and optimization and an easy-to-use API to add new ones. We aim at performing dynamic automatic parallelization, by generating code on-the-fly.
